In The News
Friday, April 4, 2014

» Incoming UA freshmen get 4-year tuition freeze 04/04/2014 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

» Regents approve guaranteed tuition for the UA 04/04/2014 Arizona Daily Wildcat View Clip

» UAMC trauma nurse saves life of BP agent (Laura Rodriguez, RN) 04/04/2014 KGUN-TV View Clip

» Orthopedic Surgeons Use Google Glass as Teaching Tool at U. of Arizona 04/04/2014 Lab Soft News View Clip

» U of A students see future of medicine through Google Glass (University of Arizona’s College of Medicine -- Phoenix) 04/03/2014 AZ Family View Clip

» 10 Questions: Jane Orient, MD (Instructor at the University of Arizona College of Medicine) 04/03/2014 MedPage Today View Clip

» Advocates rally for medical marijuana-PTSD study at UA (Dr. Sue Sisley, an assistant professor at the University of Arizona) 04/03/2014 Tucson News Now View Clip

» 'Girls Club' promotes confidence, curbs bullying for students in Marana (UA College of Public Health) 04/02/2014 KVOA-TV View Clip